
Truly reproducible

Reproducible and automated reporting

• Reproducible reports in Word, Excel, HTML, and PDF
– Markdown with dynamic document features creates

HTML and Word documents
– Create customized Word, Excel, and PDF documents

• Automated reports
– Update reports as data change
– Rerun one command or do-file to automatically

update your entire document

• Create reports that intermix
– Forma�ed text and tables
– Summary statistics
– Regression results
– Stata graphics and other images in SVG, PNG, EPS,

TIFF, and EMF formats

• Customize tables of Stata results
– Create tables of results from any Stata command
– Customize layout, fonts, headers, formats, titles,

footnotes, and more
– Reuse your style in future tables
– Export to Word, Excel, LaTeX, PDF, HTML, and

Markdown
– Incorporate tables in complete reports

Whether you prefer reporting in HTML, Word, Excel, or PDF, 
you can easily make your reports dynamic. Say that you need 
to run the same report each month, updating the results 
using new data. Simply rerun the commands that created 
the report with the updated dataset. All Stata results in the 
report, including graphs and tables, are updated automatically.

Stata makes reproducible research easy. With Stata's 
integrated version control, you can use the version 18 
command, and any code you run today will produce the 
same results in whatever release of Stata you are running 10, 
20, or more years from now. Stata handles backward 
compatibility for you. With the datasignature command, you 
can verify that your data have not changed. And when these 
tools for reproduciblility are paired with the scripts that create 
your reports, you can easily create reproducible reports.  
Rerun your commands at any time and re-create your report.

Dynamic and automated documents

Customizable tables
With the table command, you can easily create 
cross-tabulations, tables of summary statistics, and tables 
of results from other Stata commands while customizing 
numeric formats, table layout, and more. Additionally, you 
can create a table with descriptive statistics, commonly 
known as a "Table 1", and export the results in a single step 
with the new dtable command. And when you want to report 
results from one or more regression commands—whether 
linear regressions, panel-data models, survival models, or 
other regression models—the etable command makes this 
easy. With the collect suite of commands, you can collect 
results from Stata commands and then customize your layout, 
labels, headers, fonts, titles, and other features of the table. 
When you have a style you like, you can save it and apply it 
to tables you create in the future.

https://www.stata.com/features/reporting/
https://www.stata.com/features/
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Markdown to HTML or Word

Customized Word, PDF, and Excel files

Convert dynamic Markdown documents to HTML and Word 
using dyndoc. To start, create a text file that intermixes the 
Markdown text-forma�ing language with the Stata 
commands that create the output you want. Include dynamic 
tags (terms in << ... >>) to give Stata instructions about 
executing commands and incorporating results. Then create 
your HTML or Word document by typing

. dyndoc report.md

or

. dyndoc report.md, docx

Want to change the style? Use di�erent CSS, and 
automatically change the look and feel of your document.

With putdocx, putpdf, and putexcel, you can create 
customized Word, PDF, and Excel files that incorporate results 
from Stata commands, graphs, forma�ed text, and tables. 
For example,

Begin a document

. putdocx begin

Add text

. putdocx textblock begin

...

. putdocx textblock end

Add a graph

. putdocx image

Add a customized table

. putdocx collect

Save a document

. putdocx save

With a short script composed of similar commands, you 
can easily create a complete report.

https://www.stata.com/features/reporting/

